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DUSTIN FOX GOES BACK TO BACK WITH A VICTORY IN
EVENT #5
Despite firing six bullets, Dustin Fox was able to find some traction and win Event #5: $400
No-Limit Hold’em Six Max for the second year in a row
Roughly a year ago, Dustin Fox received a text from his mother. She told him, “You got it.”
“The craziest part is right before this event last year my mom...” Fox explained. “I was all
down on poker. But my mom was just like ‘Use your skill. You got it.’ And the same thing…
She texted me the same thing today. ‘You got it.’ Like out of nowhere. And I won again.
Which is crazy because I’ve been getting killed all tournament.”
But it wasn’t just smooth sailing for Fox on his way to a second six-max victory in Lake
Tahoe. He actually encountered quite a few speed bumps along the way. Six to be exact. In
total, Fox bought into this event six time and was down between cash games and
tournaments this series.
“I was really sad the whole time, but I was like, I have to keep trying,” Fox said.
But Fox kept his mentality strong and felt good about getting in his money in good spots.
“I just felt good the whole time,” he said. “Even when I was busting. I was getting it in good.
I was happy about it.”
Fox cruised through the final table, applying aggression in all the right spots to eventually
take down the title.

“There wasn’t like one crazy hand, but I was constantly winning hand after hand,” Fox said.
“I was looking at the pay jumps and I’m just raising ever hand.”
With Fox’s win he moves close to the lead for the race for Casino Champion, but
unfortunately for him, he has to leave town for a golf tournament. He did say he’ll be back
for the main which he plans on winning as well.
For his victory, Fox receives $18,878 and his second World Series of Poker Circuit ring, as
well as 50 points towards the Global Casino Championship.
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